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B.

STAFF MOVEMENTS AND VISITORS
\.

Professor Sir Ernest Titterton made a shor't visit overseas in June
and July calling at Laboratories in New Zealand, the U.S. A. and the U.K.
Lectures were given in Stanford, the Argonne National Laboratory and the
University of Western Michigan and at the Universities of Oxford and
Birmingham, the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell and the
Nuclear Structure Facility at Daresbury.

He also visited the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory and the Universities of Wisconsin, Rochester,
Pennsylvania (U.S. A.), London and Cambridge (U.K).

.

...

Later, Sir Ernest spent three weeks in the University of Technology,
Lae, P.N.G., where he gave a public lecture and a series of lectures to
staff and students.

In May, he gave the 17th C.E. Eddy Memorial Oration

at the Canberra ·conference

of the Australasian Institute of Radiography

and . in August~ gave the opening paper at the Australian Engineering
Conference held at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Lucas Heights.
Sir Ernest completed his term as President of the Australian Institute
of Nuclear Science & Engineering at the end of the year but continues on
the Council & Executive Committee of . the Institute.

During the latter

part of the year he chaired three specialist committees of A.I.N.S.E.
concerned with development of national research programmes, under
Institute sponsorship, utilising the Ultra High Voltage Microscope
Facility, the

develo~~~n~ . of

a cold neutron source using the reactor

HIFAR at Lucas Heights or a multipurpose, variable energy cyclotron with
applications in the medical, biological, materials, radio-isotope and
other fields.

As a result, the A. I. N. S . -~ . Council adopted the UHV

microscope as its choice for further work.
Dr. T.R. Ophel departed in mid-Becember for a well earned period of
study leave at the Argonne National Laboratory.

He is expected to return

in October 1975.
Dr. S.M. Ferguson attended and presented a paper at the Chicago
meeting of the American Physical Society in February.
Weisser

atten~ed

In June Dr. D.C.

and gave a paper at the "International Conference on

Reactions between Complex Nuclei 11 at Nashville, and the "Heavy-Ion
Workshop'!· at. the ·Brookhaven National Laboratory .

He also visited the

Universities ..of Wisconsin and Minnesota and the General Ionex Corporation.
This year we welcomed three visitors to the Department who were
spending all or part ..of 'their sabbatical leave with us.

Dr. G.M. Crawley

from Michigan State University arrived in September to spend a year here.
He has been working with the Michigan State variable energy cyclotron and

•

•
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is planning to investigate multinucleon transfer reactions and prq4uction.
of exotic nuclei with the 14UD accelerator.

Dr. J.C. Liale fTom the
•

University of Manchester, England, arrived in July to
with us and is now remaining for an extra month.

)

spen~-. st:>li
·, \.

•

I

months
..
'
'•

In recent yeax.s .he

PJ.W

been working in the field of heavy-ion physics and he took part in the
first completed experiment with the 14UD accelerator.

Professor W.E.

Stephens from the University of Pennsylvania joined us in August for a
three month visit.

His principal interest is nuclear astrophysics.

Our visitors have contributed in a major way to the Department by
stimulating discussions, bringing new ideas and experience.
We are fortunate to have two Queen Elizabeth II Fellows.

Dr. R.B.

Alexander from the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, who
arrived in March, and Dr. G.T. Hickey, from Yale University, who arrived
in September.

Dr. Alexander has been mainly interested in channeling

and has joined the beam-foil spectroscopy and ion-solid inter

ion group

Dr. Hickey has been working with the Yale electron accelerator and is
planning to enter the heavy-ion field here.
Dr. S.M. Ferguson, who has been a Research Fellow for four years,
left in September to take up the post of Accelerator Physicist in the
Physics Department of Western Michigan University.
Short term visitors to the Depa ..ment included Dr. G.C. Carter of
Salford University, Manchester;
Mccullen of Princeton University;

Dr. K. Shoda of Japan;

Dr. H.T. Motz and Dr. G. Rogosa from

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory;
Physics Division, Harwell;

Professor J.D.

Dr. Basil Rose, Head of the Nuclear

Dr. G. Heymann, Head of the Nuclear Sciences

Group, National Physical Research Laboratory of the South African Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria;
from Munich;
Adelaide.

Dr. Walter Kutschera

and Professor I.E. McCarthy from Flinders University,

In addition a group from the meeting of the International

Nuclear Data Committee of the I.A.E.A. visited the Department in October.
Research scholars who obtained the Ph.D. degree during the year are
Dr. M. '.• . Doobov, who is now working with Department of Science in Canberra,
Dr. G.S. Foote> who has a postdoctoral fellowship at Manchester University,
and Dr. P.R. Gardner and Dr. C.J. Sofield, both working at A.E.R.E., Harwell.
Two scholars whose Ph.D. degrees will be conferred in February, are Mr.
I.e. Maclean and Mr. D.M. Parkinson, who are now working with Department
of Science and the Public Service Board respectively.
A tragic event occurred in November when Mr. Kyou Il Hong, a research
scholar from South Korea, whilst swimming at the coast with a group of
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frierids, was caught in a rip and

dr~wned • .

ful attempt to rescue him .· w?.s . made by

A very brave and almost success-

Ch~ryl

caught him and took him out to sea again.

Praeger, . but a large wave

Quiet and hard working, Kyou 11

was well liked in the Department and is sadly missed •.

.·.

·'
·•

I

'•'

•

;:
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C. · · INTRODUCTION .
.!: ;

• :''.

,y

., .

This year the Jnajor part . of the time of the technical staff and of
'·i"

some of the academic staff has been taken up getting the 14UD pelletron
and supporting equipment into operation.

The high spot of the year was

the completion and submission for publication of one experiment and the
near completion of another, undertaken with the 14UD.

.,

-

The severe loading problems encountered with chlorine beams were
eventually attributed to charge exchange, occurring in the low energy

tube: ~

The charge-exchange cross sections for negative ions are very laq~e_
c~ lo- 15 cm2) and the pumping speed rather small at the centre of the
accelerating tube.
acce~tance

Hence, although it was clearly possible to me~t the

test criterion (50 particle na of Cl ions in most prolific

.....

charge state at
14MV) but only just, N.E.C. offered to install extra
pumping in the middle of the low energy tube.

Whilst preparations were

being made for this at N.E.C., during the four months up to September, the
machine was operated by the Department for various tests and research work.
On the whole the machine ran well during this period, though various
teething troubles were encountered.

It is hoped that many of them,
.

those associated

part~cularly

have now been overcome.

w~th

:

:

j

the vacuum pumps and corona points,

The installation of the mid-section
pump was a
.
.
e~e~gy

major jobs requiring the top half of the low
to be jacked up by 21.5 cm.

section of the stack

A new terminal quad.rupole triplet and a

complete set of CO:t;'Ona points of new design were also installed during
In addition the N.E.C. direct-extraction ion source was

this period.

replaced by a lithium-exchange source.

These modifications were completed

by mid-December &"ld t _
e sting of the machine begun.

Three of the 14UD beam lines were fully operational by the end of
the _year, one with a scattering chamber, one with the electron spectrometer
and one with a precision y-ray angular distribution turntable.

Consider-

able effort has been expended in programaing the HP 2100A data acquisition
'

sy~tem

•

'j . ~ ;; '

.

-

.

: .' .

•

aqd
developing interfaces .for
it
• .. 1be
initial
operating
software
.
'
.
. .
.
'

system is now nearly _ c~mplete, but progress has ,~een slower than· hoped, _on
the

A~D.C~

pletely

interfacin~ •

1,l~tested,

. ': '

.

immediate_use • .

so a

. The list interface has been built, but is coms_im,pl-,e~,
.• . ,,. •

Detai,1~4 . b;~Cllfl

temporary.

e>p,tics

interf~ce
.

.

.:· f-'

has
be~n provided for
. .':.: ':'
.
•
.

ccmside_r;~t;~o~s ., ~-r;tdicated

that the

Enge Spectrometer should be located outside . of 1'thf:!
.J?re_sent. target
area and
.
_. , _.
. .
'

an extension will be built to house it.

Work on the extension should

commence in January and delivery of the Spectrometer is now expected in
May.

'

-
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The major part of the research work of the Department has been carried
out with the Cyclograaff system, the EN tandem and the 2 MV accelerator.
For most

~~

the year these accelerators ran very well, albeit with minimal

maintenance.

However a number of problems arose with the Cyclotron in the

last few months of the year, seriously limiting its use.
The research work has carried on nearly as usual in spite of the lack
of technical support due to the demands of the 14UD project.

Because of

this many developments in apparatus have had to be postponed again.

During

the year there has been a continuing change of emphasis towards heavy-ion
(HI) studies.

An extensive study of nuclear states with high angular

momentum by means of HI,xn reactions and HI-Coulomb excitation has begun.
.

.

.

Such studies have recently offered many fascinating insights into the
behaviour of nuclei under conditions of rapid rotation.

Most observations

so far on the y-rays following HI,xn reactions have concentrated on the
strong discrete y-rays arising from the decay of high-spin states below
about 3 MeV in excitation energy.

The first completed experiment with the

l4UD studied the continuum of y-rays which precedes entry to the lower
states.

It showed for the first time that the two modes of decay expected

on a simple model, the statistical and yrast cascades, can indeed be
separately observed.

The results were consistent with the major part of

the yrast cascade consisting of stretched E2 transitions.

Measurements

have begun, using the re-orientation method of HI-Coulomb excitation, to
determine the static quadrupole moments of nuclear excited states.
The systematic attempt to obtain a consistent description of single
.
13
neutron transfer from
C to a number of N = 28 nuclei has continued.
Measurements have been made on transfer, elastic and inelastic scattering
cross sections and the results are

being analysed with the computer codes

LOLA, NUSCAT and GENOA on the UNIVAC 1108.

Previous analysis with the

Buttle-Goldfarb program gave good agreement at sub-barrier energies, but
not at higher energies.
One- and two-neutron pickup reactions, using the proton beam from the
Cyclograaff, have been used as tools to study levels in the little-investigated selenium isotopes.

It was found that surface rather than vollQile

absorption for the tritons .was more successful in giving good DWBA fits to
the (p,t) data, although unambiguous L assignments could not be made for
L > O, where the angular distributions are relatively structureless.
.

It

.

is proposed to use coupled channel codes to analyse the data.
In other fields of nuclear physics, an extensive investigation of
22Na ha~ shown significant disagreements with the predictions of the simple
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rotational model, often assumed valid for :this
agreement wi:th those of the shell model.

nucleus~

and much ·b"etter

The work on radiative y-·c apture,

which throws new light on the properties of ·the giant dipole and quadrupole
resonances, has continued.

.;

· In the ion-solid interaction ·and· beam-foil spectroscopy field, a very
elaborate and precise target chamber system has been set up.

Experimental

studies of radiation damage in alkali halides, involving simultaneous
measurements on scattered particles, X-.r ays and F-colour centres froµi
aligned crystals have
•·•

bee~

made.

Both classical and quantum mechaniGal

I

calc~la~ions

•,

•

of channeling are under

'

~ay.

A number of people from other laboTatqries continued to use the
facilities of the Department.
Physic~

Institutions involved this year were the

Departments at the A.N.U., School of General Studies, at Melbourne

University. and at Auckland University, New Zealand and the
Research Laboratory,

C.S~LR.O.,

~inerals

North Ryde.

This year the A.N.U. was .nest for the fifth A.I.N.S.E. Nuclear Physics
Conference, held in February • . Most members of the Department attended and
a number of papers were presented.

In October two members of the Department

Drs. R.A.I. Bell and R.H. Spear attend.e d a session of the . meeting of. the
International Nuclear Data Committee in

~ydney

and presented a paper.

:

...
.'

J

J'
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D.

RESEARCH EQUIPMENT
Although for reports on major laboratory facilities only one name · is

given, many other people in the laboratory have made significant contributions.

In particular Dr~ D.'C. Weisser has made many valuable contributions

towards the 14UD accelerator project, which together with the efforts of
the technical staff and many of the research scholars are much appreciated.
1.

The" l4UD Tandem Accelerator (Ophel)
. Formal acceptance tests have still to be completed although it is

believed that no outstanding problems remain. Early in the year, it was
established that the extreme loading, which accompanied the acceleration
of chlorine beams, was due to charge exchange and subsequent electron
production and multiplication in the low energy tube sections.
Sin,c e the tu1?e design incorporates no means of electron suppression
other than for electrons produced at the apertures in front of each tube
element, loading occurs even if the fraction of charge exchange is small
(< 1%).

The large exchange. cross sections,
combined with the long flight
.. , .

path, result in a small but significant
though the
toward ari

pr~vailing pre~sures
tmc~ntrolled

~ount

of charge

are exceptionally low.

exchange, even

The process tends

situation where drastic modification of the tube

voltage distribution changes the entrance focussing to· a degree where the
beam can strike tube electrodes and increase the loading still more.
Initially, the nature of the problem was obscured by the effect of
the continued pumping by the terminal sublimer pumps for many hours after
tl.tanium sublimation had ceased.

Usually the tube heaters and the pumps

were operated before, but not during, a beam run.
accelerator was Wirt.able.

The behaviour of the

On some occasions, loading was extreme and

terminal voltage could be maintained only by reducing the injected beam
to 100 nanoamps or less ;

at other times, the loading was within tolerable

limits and reasonable beam transmission was possible. The problem was
resolved when further spark damage to the ceramic current feedthroughs
made it necessary to remove both terminal pumps for repair.

Acceleration

of chlorine beams without the pumps was characterized by prohibitive
loading which led to the realization that the earlier non-repeatable
behaviour could be related to the time lapse between operation of the
pumps and beam acceleration.

Though continuous operation of the terminal

sublimer pumps (which had been intended only for gas stripper operation)
made it possible to accelerate substantial chlorine beams (50-100 p.n. a .
of analysed beam) at 14 MV, N. E. C. agreed to install additional pumping
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in the loW! energy 'mid•section · and·to . ~it:end . the punipi.rig capacity• of the
terminal putnps:
The accel~tator. was ' 16perated · by the Departnii:!nt . for
four ·months uritil . Septenib~r . 'wn~ii

ii ·~erf(jd ; 6£ about

modifications . were begun~ . D~ttng. this

the

'oi

period, approximately i56o hbur~ Of Operation, .m ainly Wid~ . l;'e~S
~rotoris .
16
and
0 at terminal voitage~ 'b~tween '7 and 12 Mii, were devoted to · e~e~i
I

mental measurements and further test~.

.

.

The principal modifications ·involved the instaiiation of a sublimer/
ionizer pump in the low-energy mid-section ·and ~ddition of ionizer units
0

rri

in the terminal pumps.

this way, it was hoped that the ·p ressure would

be sufficiently low throughout the lm~ e~ergy tube to reduce charge
exchange to a negligible amount.

oi ' the

Six

low energy units were raised

21. 5 cm and a modif:i.e~{b'zisting inserted to house the pump,

.a generator

and

the control e·quipmen:t. : ''D-'u ring the same period, an electrostatic triplet
was inserted in the teimi~al between the strippe~ and the high energy
tube entrance and the N'':t~C~ ion . sourc~' was reptaced with a lithium..

exchange source.

t .,

of

·.. ',) .. · I

A number ·

·_.

f ·J. . .

.

I

-_

··.:.

.

•

nifnor nioaifications were made.

The original

single-point corona: : ass:~~blfe~"~~r~' replaced with three-point assemblies
I .

.

. \

• - ·; ' ) ~..

'

.

'

.

.

.

on both the column and tube 'voltage distribution systems;
rod guides in .the castings were replaced by rollers;

the shorting

automatic shut-off

vaives were i~stalled at each end of the tank . to;. prevent gas los~ in t he

...

,•

event of shorting rod failure and an additionaf'window port on the tank

..

'

was fitted to allow TV monitoring of the mid-section instrumentation.
The mid-section and terminal equipment .are controlled by twelve control

.

rods which are motor-driven from the low energy end.

Two of the rods are

required by the mid-section (sublimer current/sublimer selection;

ionizer

on/off), while the remainder provide terminal power (on/off);

sublimer

current controls (2);

foil

stripper operation;

sublimer selection;
gas stripper operation ;

ionizer (on/off);

triplet voltage controls ( 2)

and aperture a~d Faraday cup control.
Direct monitoring of this equipment, as dis'tinct f.rom the ·meter·i ng of
rod position, is

as

yet rather . rudim~htary. ·Appendage ion pumps (2 litre/

sec) it{ both locations are used for vacuum g·a uging.

At the mid-section,

the panel viewed by a TV camera contains the appendage pump current meter
and indicator lamps to show the status of· both the. ~l!.b?;l.i,m~r and .ionizer.
The terminal monitoring is
identical
but with the addition of a counter
'
,.
driven by the foil

chang~r.

The filaments are

frag~le,

..

·

The ionizer units of the N.E.C. pumps have not

prov~d
:. J

very reliable.

,··

leading to 411certain and short operating
•;
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lifetimes. and their repUM:ement is tedious. It has be_e~. found th~t; . t~e ; ..
'
.
.
function of the ionizer can be replaced by an ion pump of modest size • ., . ,
For the auxiliary system which punps the region of the 90° analys~ng magnet,
a 2 litre/sec diode pump in conjunction with the N.E.C. sublimer was _found
to be capable of maintaining the presaure below 5 x 10-S torr. It is

..

puirirt~dto install 10 litre/sec triode pumps on the three external systems
and to dispense with the ionizers. Within the machine, the need for
~~·

~,.-.

~

ionizers at the mid-section and at the terminal remains questionable. A
single . icinizer at on~ end of the accelerator is adequate to maintain a
. '
-7
·.
.
.
pressure of 10
torr (under static conditions) at the other end of the
machine with both sublimer units operating. Thus it would appear that the
need for internal ionizers is marginal. Alternatively, the appendage
pumps used for eauging may prove to be more rugged equivalents.
During the period in which the accelerator was used for experimental
meastir~ta, r.aaaonabiy. reliable performance was obtained. Though _
problems with the source, the sublimer/ionizer pumps and pcser supplies
for the deflection" magnets led to a considerable loss. of beam time, only
four tank openings were necessary. In each case, electxoatatic instabilities were to blame' and, with one excaption, were due to broken or dislodged
corona points. The remaining occasion was to replace a tube-~olumn crossstrap which became detached at one end as a result of arcing. Difficulties
with the shorting rod system made it necaaaary to open the .tasak .cc sevaral
of these occasions, whereas it .should have been possible ~u principle to _
continue with the .malfunctioning sections shorted out. Generally, the
'
charging system functioned well although ~al intar:mitt.ant effects,
which became apparent only after several days of continuousf,. operation,
remain to . be resoi~~d.
A serious failure of the product 200 magnet occurred as a result of
condensation on the coils. The moisture led to a breakdown of mains
voltage, applied to a thermal protection device," to ground through the
coils of the magnet. Insulation in the region where the coils were inter.
'
connected and the power supply were severely damaged. A repair was
eff~ct~d .by spli.'tting the conne. ~tions and removing the charred insulation •
1

.i·•

2.

The EN ';['andem Accelerator. (Ophel} .

'

.... ~; '.·

Fortunately, the EN tandem operated with characterist.i c reliability
throughout the year allowing the major technical effort of· the department
to be directed to tne 14UD accelerator. : · Operation· amounted · to 6050 hours.
The only major failures wer~ due to a damag~d belt which had

to

be replaced
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and to

problems with the alternator.

The remaining rank openings
..
were scheduled for replenishment of stripper foils.
'

,;

Since the foil .stripper is used now exclusively for all beams, the
canal has been removed. . Modification . of the foil stripper
.
has made it possible to. load 240 foils. Very thin foils have been made
ga~

s~ri~per
.

'

usi11g a te.c hnique, deyeloped at Chalk River, whereby the carbon-coated
glas~, ~lides

are dipped into collodion solution before the carbon is

floated off.
to

Improved beam quality (for example, the ratio of transmitted

int~rc;:epted

beam for a given collimat.o r) is obtained and foil lifetime
..

is appreciably increased.
except

th~t

Similar foils are used for the 14UD stripper

the collodion is removed by heating the mounted foils in

vacuum before

~hey

are loaded into the

ac~elerator.
' I •

~

When the gas stripper canal was removed, it was found that the first
few sections of the high energy tube were severely spark-damaged.

The

glass insulators had been eroded leaving large fragments ( lti+" - ~2 "
diameter) loose in the tube.

With the damaged sections shorted, operation

at terminal voltages of 6 MV has been achieved but sparking is probably
more prevalent than previously.

Early in the year, occasional momentary

beam loss and uncharacteristically poor transmission, especially at low
terminal voltages, occurred.

The origin of the problem was eventually

traced to an intermittently open-circuit resistor in the middle of the low
ener.gy column.
Replacement of a number of systems associated with the tandem during
the year was carried out to reduce maintenance.

The original low and

high energy mercury diffusion pumps were removed and 260 litre/sec turhomolecular pumps installed in their stead.

Commercial power supplies were

purchased to replace the high energy and target area quadrupole supplies.
With the same motivation, a considerable effort has been put into
updating and standardizing the pressure monitoring and protection on the
beam line vacuum systems.

Thermocouple and Philips gauges, with controllers

designed and built within the department, are being used exclusively to
replace Pirani and ionization gauges.

The new systems are described fully

in an internal report (ANU-P/597).

3.

Cyclotron (Ophel)
This 26 MeV injector continued to account for ·.about 30% of scheduled

tandem time until the latter part of the year when several problems arose.
Firstly, the loading of the extractor

hig~

voltage by the r.f. system
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~~ wa~

no longer possible to achieve the operating

range of 55-58 kV required for external beams of protons.
cause of the loading could be established.

No obvious

It is now believed to be due

to altered characteristics of the r.f. system as a result of corrosion,
and thus poor r.f. contacts, within the oscillator.

The entire

~scillator

was dismantled and cleaned but, before any tests were possible, several
failures of the water recirculation system, which supplies cooling for the
diffusion pumps, causerl a large amount of oil to backstream into the pole
gap

~egion.

Thorough cleaning with solvent removed most of the oil but

substantial. amounts remained trapped in the many crevices of the vacuum
box and the poles.

An attempt is in progress currently to remove the

residual oil by liquid nitrogen trapping.

A sequence of pumping with the

traps chilled and then removing and cleaning the traps will he continued
until negligible traces of

4.

~il

are found on the traps.

2 MeV Accelerator (Ophel)

'use of the accelerator was devoted mainly to channeling studies with
only a modest demand for nuclear measurements.

The accelerator

oper~ted

very reliably for a period of 1400 hours during the year.

5.

Gas-Handling System for the 14UD Accelerator (Spear)

The gas-handling system has functioned satisfactorily throughout the
past year.
Yp to early
November, 1974, 23 complete transfer
cycles had been performed.

On 3lst May, 1975, some pipes in the SF6

vaporizer were ruptured when liquid SF6 was admitted too quickly, thus
freezing the water in the pipes. This was caused partly by a thermostat
failure and partly by incorrect operating procedures.

The vapcrizer

was

repaired within a few weeks, and the system operated on an emergency
lash-up system in the interim without greatly affecting accelerator
operation.

Modifications have been made to hardware and operating pro-

cedures to render repetition of such an accident unlikely.
The total loss of SF6 from February, 1973, when the system was charged
with 65, JOO lb. SF 6 , until June, 1974, is estimated at approximately 7000 lb.
These losses arise from two known shorting rod accidents, the vapourizer
accident referred to above, and routine losses from the compressor gland,
shorting rod movements, residues left in tank on pump-out, occasional
vacuum leaks etc.

It is considered that the rate of loss is reasonable

for an accelerator of this type at its present stage of development.

A
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reserve of 11,000 lb. will be added to the system in the near future, and
an additional reserve of 11,500 lb. is due in Australia in December.

6.

Lithium-Exchange Ion Source for the 14UD (Graham)
The lithium-exchange negative ion source, built in the School workshop

from drawings supplied by General Ionex Corporation of Rochester, New York,
was installed during the 14UD shutdown to insta'il the mid-section pumping.
The power supplies and control wiring have been connected and testing of
the source is in progress.

Permission has been granted by N.E.C. to ·

conduct the acceptance tests on the 14UD with the new source rather than
the · direct extraction source supplied by N. E.C.
Early in the new year, a HICONEX 810 negative ion sputter source
from General Ionex Corporation is due for delivery and this will be
installed on a second injection line on the 14UD.

7.

Polarized Negative Ion Source (Hollas)
I

Further use of the polarized negative ion source awaits completion
and installation of the electrostatic mirror-einzel lens system which
will reflect the ion beam onto the tandem axis and form the waist
required for , injection into the tandem.

Completion of the mirror-lens

system has : peen delayed as a result of workshop personnel being required
for higher priority jobs concerned with the installation of modifications
to the 14UD accelerator.

8.

Magnetic Spectrograph for 14UD . Accelerate·~ (Kean, Spear)
As m~nt:l,oned in last year's report, an ESP?O Enge Split-Pole

Spectrograph has been ordered from Scanditronix.

A turbomolecular

pumping system has also been ordered, and will be delivered with the
spectrograph.

Shipment from Sweden is expected early in March, 1975.

After detailed investication of beam optics, it was decided to locate
the spectrograph on the end of beam line 5 in an extension ( 11 Engehus 11 )
to the existing target room.

The design of the Engehus has been approved

by all necessary authorities, and tenders for construction will be

invited in the near future.
J anuary 1975.

Construction is likely to begin in mid-

A resistive-wire proportional counter for use in the

focal plane of the spectrograph is being built by Dr. G. Crawley.
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9.

~nergy

Calibration of

E~ , Tandem

(Bell, Esat, Kean, Spear)

The analysing magnets · for the EN tandem have previously been calibrated
at low magnetic fields using the 27Al(pyn) threshold (E

p

= 5.8 MeV).

As a

prerequisite to quadrupole moment measurements using the re-orientation
effect, the calibration has been extended to higher magnetic fields using
the threshold for the D(l6o,n)l7F reaction, and by comparing the energies
of backscattered alpha particles from thin Al and Au targets with the
energy of alpha particles from a thin ThC" source.

The results indicate

that the extrapolation of the previous low-energy data gives an energy
calibration at a magnetic field corresponding to 26 MeV protons which
is too high by 2 parts in 10 3 • The energy reproducibility at these fields
is found to be ± 1 in 103 over a period of a few months, and is sensitive
to changes in low-energy steering, e.g. as occur when changing from one
160 beam to another out of the negative ion source.

All the data were

obtained with both object and image slits set at ± 0.025 inch.

10.

Surface Barrier Detectors (Heisser)
This has been a year of consolidation for this project.

laboratory seems almost saturated with detectors.

Finally the

The main new thrust

will be in making large hole annular detectors with good resolution.

This

effort has produced some quite good detectors, though they are etill
bedevilled by large leakage currents at room temperature.

When cooled,

the detectors have poorer peak to tail ratios than comparable Ortec
annulars which operate happily at room temperature.
With the addition of Mr.A.Muggleton to the Technical Staff, we are now
in a position to extend our technique to . thin planar detectors.

Mr.

Nuggleton has designed apparatus to pursue this as well as more convenient
silicon handling techniques.

11.

HP2100 Systems for 14UD (Hay)
The nuclear system, with a single 8K Canberra ADC, operated with HP

supplied 5406B software from April until September.
the 14UD modifications,
ceeded.

'Ibis

coincidences

~nterface

~~ich

develo~ment

Since then, during

of an interface for 3 ADCs has pro-

has two solid-state programp:

one for triple

transmits 3 16-bit words per event, and the other for

3 independent ADCs.
The off-line system has been used for program development most of the
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year, but is now running over half the time (about 100 hours per week) for

a and

interactive or automatic· analyses of

X-ray spectra and accumulation

of spectra from raw data· collected on niagtape through the IBM 1800 system.
'' The off-line operating system is based on HP DOSIII.

The major

changes in this are associated with much greater use of magtape, either
for supplanting paper tape devices or with structured files which can be
considered an extension of the disc files.

For system development work,

this has given a ten to fiftyfold reduction in the time needed to generate
new operating system programs, either for DOS or for the nuclear system.
CoDD!lunication between the two CPUs is by a one word wide link using driver
routines which make the other CPU appear like a magtape device.
The HP nuclear software has been replaced by a more extended set of
subroutines running with a modified version of their 5406 supervisory
system.

The main changes include :

simultaneous operation of 2 groups of

ADCs, one of which may use Direct Memory Increment;

provision of a set of

Fortran callable routines for ADC data input by on- J.ine connection to
either of the ADC group interfaces, with a complementary set of data
disposal routines for storing raw data and/or sorting it in various ways
prior to storaee on local magtape or via the off-line system;

allowing

"reserving" of I/O devices for intermittent use by high priority or
background jobs without risk of interference from conflicting programs
which may be activated inadvertently.

12.

IBM 1800 Computer (Hebbard)
The year 1974 has been quiet, with little in the way of software

development.

The major activities in this area have been the provision

of programs to permit the transfer to data between the HP 2100 computers
and the IBM 1800 and to sort address-recorded data (written onto magnetic
tape) into standard 1800 type spectra.

A new manual of Prograirmiug

Instructions is being prepared.
The computer hardware has been reasonably reliable, with one episode
of CPU failure, two of disk track-seeking problems and one failure of a
disk power supply.

Service was maintained in the latter ·c ase with the

temporary connection of an ANU power supply.
The interface computer (for on-line data collection) is being modified
(while still maintaining service for the experimenters), to allow the
assignment of a variable number of ADCs to an experiment.

The original

wiring provided for 3 ADCs to be assigned to each of two experimental
areas.

(Not all ADCs assigned had to be used, hoW@ver.)

The maximum

- 17 -
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number of ADCs serviced is still six, but the new wiring will allow up to
six to gather data for and be controlled from the one area. , .The Nuclear
Data
ject.

AD~

Interface Converters are being modified

as part, of the same pro-

The accompanying software changes will be incorporated in the system

when the hardware changes are complete.

13.

Improvements to 1011 Na! System and Beam Line (Bennett, Hickey,
Shikazono, Weisser)
Carbon contamination has been a continual problem.

Carbon can be

incorporated into solid targets during fabrication, and during bombardment
This is undesirable for three reasons.

Firstly, the intense flux of

4.43 MeV _.y-rays
from the inelastic scattering .of a' s on 12 c can cause gain
..
\

changes in the phototube as the yield varies with bombarding energy.

A

maximum gain change of about 2% can occur for a change of two orders of
magnitude in the _yield of the 4.43 MeV y-ray rate.

So far, this effect

has been monitored using the inbuilt pulsed light source of the spectrometer.
Secondly, carbon is undesirable because the reaction 12c(a,y 0) 16o, which has
strong resonances at 7. 04 :ti):eV and 7. 88 ~1eV, produces high energy y-rays which
may be in the regio,_1:1 of interest (10-i4 MeV).

Thirdly, the 1% 13c

component of natural.carbon can be responsible for a large flux of fast
.

.

neutrons from the 13 c(a,n) 16 o reaction.
pile-up becomes a problem.

At higher bombarding energies,

So far this has been dealt with by observing

the background and reducing the beam intensity if necessary but it is hoped
to install a pile-up gate shortly.

Fast neutrons can also lose some of

their kinetic energy in the crystal, finally being captured by 1271, and
produce pulses in the region of interest.
In order to improve the situation the Hg diffusion pump on the beam
line has been removed, and the oil diffusion pump improved so that
6
typically the pressure in the line is in the 10- torr range after a day's
pumping.

Further to minimise carbon build-up during bombardment, a

hydrocarbon-free target chamber and associated beam line have been designed
and are under construction.

A carbon-free evaporation system is also under

construction, and this will be used to fabricate targets in future.
Considerable improvements in the performance of the 10" Na! system
have been made· by replacing the original electroni.c s with Ortec and Canberra
modular equipment.

A FWHH resolution of 4~2% was achieved for the 13.07

MeV y-ray from 12c(a,y 0 )16o; compared to the previous value of 8% using
the collimator which subtends a semi-vertex angle of 10.7°. An improved
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cosmic-ray rejection ratio of better than 200:1 has been achieved in the
interval 24 to 31 MeV.

..

''

14.

Target Chamber System for Ion-Solid Interaction Studies (C.S. Newton,
Hay)
A target stage has been designed and constructed for the three-axis-

goniometer, enabling the crystal target to be cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperature or to be heated to

~

800°K.

To study F-colour centres of alkali halide crystals, simultaneously
with ion channeling studies, an optical system consisting of a quartz
iodide lamp, quartz lenses, semi-transparent mirrors and t:Yo monochromators
has been ·constructed.

The light source is monitored by one of the mono-

chromators, while the other measures the light transmitted by the crystal.
A

~v~x . Si(Li)

detector, purchased by C.S.I.R.O., has been added to

the system to enable studies of mineral samples.
collaboration with Dr. G.J.

Cla~k

preliminary studies of Pb.S and .FeS

15.

This project, in

of C.S.I.R.O., has been initiated with
2

crystals.

Radiation Protection (Bell)
Issue of beta, gamma and neutron sensitive film badges has con-

tinued with no serious abnormalities emerging from the readings.

Operation

of the 14UD has been too sporadic to permit a proper radiation survey in
its environs.
Operation of the Cyclograaff continues to lead to significant fast
neutron fluxes, necessitating installa.tion of further radiation shielding.
The neutron monitors near the EN negative ion source, 90° magnet and
target room 1, and in the EN control room, have been completed after
considerable delays in obtaining electronics units from the schooi workshop
and appear to operate the warning lights satisfactorily.

16.

Data on a,8,y and Neutron Sources (Bell)
A comprehensive compilation of useful data on commonly used source&

is in preparation (ANU-r/606).

'

--
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PROGRAMME

r~SEARCH

The year saw the publication of 31 papers by staff and students of
the Department, while 17 were in press and 13 in preparation at the end
of the period.
Five

Ph.~.

In addition 8 internal reports were issued.
theses were submitted during the year. Pour were accepted

and one was under examination at the end of the year.
The

~ollowing

summaries describe the work in progress or completed

during the year.

1.

Direct Reactions (light projectiles)

1.1

The 76 , 78 , 80 , 82se(p,d) reactions (Aniol, Barbopoulos, Borsaru,
Gebbie, Hollas, Nurzynski)
The structure of the Se isotopes has not been well studied in the

past.

Except for some measurements on the (d, p) reaction (Phys. Rev. 139
{1965) B340) and on 76 Se(d,t) 75 se (Nucl. Phys. A216 (1373) 173), no other

similar work has been done outside this laboratory.
We have studied the (p, ~ ) reaction on 76, 7 B,80,8 2se isotopes at
33 MeV proton energy. The work is being extended to 74 se. The states
in the residual nuclei correspond mainly to L = 1 and 3.

Some L = 2 and

4 states were also observed.
(a)

7 6se(p,d) 75se
About 30 states in 75 se were observed, with the highest excita-

tion energy

at

E = 2.032 MeV.

A total of 17 angular distributions

x

were extracted and analysed using the DWBA code DWUCK.

Five of them

correspond to states never observed previously in particle spectroscopy.
Their excitation energies and determined L values are as follows:
l.L;0811eV (L=3),

l.650/l.668MeV (L=3+1),

1. 920 MeV (L=l),

2. 032 MeV (L=l or 3).

1.767MeV

(L=3)~

Work or_i extracting more angular

distributions for weakly excited or poorly resolved states is in progress.
(b)

7Bse(p,d)77se
About 39 states in 77.s e were observed with the highest excita-

tion enerey

at

Ex= 3.47 MeV.

A total of 17 angular .distributions

were extracte.:.. ::.1d analysed yielding L values and spectroscopic factors.
About ten new states were observed.

States for which particle angular

distributions were not measured previously and the angular momenta determined from the present experiment are:
and 1.720 MeV (L=l).

1.185 MeV (L=3),

1.487 MeV (L=l)
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80 se{p ,<l) 7 9se

A tbtal of 16 angular distributions was extracted from these

measurements and were fitted using the DWBA theory.

The highest excita-

tion energy was 3.279 MeV.
'. JC\ .

{d)

82 se{p,d) 81 se
A total of 28 angular distributions was extracted, all corres-

ponding to states below Ex
1.2

= 4.20

{p,t) reactions on the Se

MeV.

is~topes

No DWBA analysis has yet been done.

(Aniol,

Barbopou~os,

Borsaru,

· Gebbie, Hollas, Nurzynski)
The programme of {p,t) reactions on the even-A Se isotopes described
in las't year's annual report is near to completion. Experimental work has
been completed on all nuclei except for 74 se{p,t) and data reduction and
analysis finished on 74 , 76 se final states.

I n. a 11 f our

se

nuc 1e i t h e ground state and to a 1 esser extent t h e 2+1

and 3- states carry most of the strength, while 15 to 20 weaker states at
hjgh excitation are also populated.
Apart from the L

=0

transitions which show a marked diffraction

structure and perhaps the L

= 2,

are relatively structureless.

the remainder of the angular distributions

DWBA calculations have been carried out

using the zero range approximation.

Considerable effort was spent in

trying to find triton optical model parameters ·that would give reasonable
D~IBA fit~ to the few states in 74, 76,SOse which have well-known Jn. Triton
sets using surface absorption did a markedly better job than those using
volume absorption and the triton

s~t

described in the 1972

Annua~

was judged to give the best overall fits to these selected states.

Report
However ,

for transitions with L > 0, the DWBA fits could .not by themselves provide
an unambiguous test of the L tran$fer.

Systematics . inJ the experimental

shapes of the angular distributions proved a. more reliable guide.
A number of new states in each isotope were populated and a number
of new Jn values determined .. from a comparison with the DWBA fits and the
experimental shapes for known states4 These included two weakly excited
o·+ states in 74,76se. However, overall the DWBA does not appear to
satisfactorily describe the data.
reactions on

rotati~nal

..··

It is now: well established that {p, t)

and vibrational nuclei can proceed via multi-step

processes such as p-p'-t or p-d-t.

Two coupled channel computer codes,

CHUCK and MARS, have been obtained and it is hoped to perform CCBA calculations on the (p,t) data.

This particularly applies to the one-phonon
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first excited states, the angular distributions of which differ from those

' . .. .. +

of other 2

states.

Work is also in progress comparing tha transition

strengths, especially for L

N

= 40

1.3

=0

transitions, across the Se isotopes from

to 48.

Inelastic scattering of protons on the Se isotopes (Aniol, Barbopoulos,
Borsaru, Gebbie, Hollas, Nurzynski)
In order to study collective states in the Se Isotopes, as well as to

provide information that would be useful for coupled channel calculations
for the (p,d) and (p,t) reactions described in this report, it was proposed
to carry out a series of (p,p') measurements using the Cyclograaff
facility.

Preliminary measurements were made at a proton energy of 33 MeV.

Because of a lack of suitably thick detectors, telescopes were used but a
resolution of only 80-100 keV obtained.

Well known low-lying collective

states were populated with some strength but the poor resolution and a
high background made it difficult to resolve many states.

Because of

these problems it was decided to transfer these measurements to the 14UD
when the Enge spectrograph becomes available.
1.4. (p,a) reactions on N

= 52

nuclei (Aniol, Barbopoulos, Borsaru,

Gebbie, Hollas, Nurzynski)
A series of measurements on

even~Anuclei

with N

= 52

have been

initiated in qrder to study the mechanism for the (p,a) reaction.

The

nuclei 92zr, 94Mo and 96Ru appear to be favourable cases with two neutrons
outside of the N

= 50

is expected that these

closed shell available to be easily picked up.
neu~rons,

being mainly coupled to J

c

It

O, will be

picked up as an inert pair and the reaction proceed like the (d,3He)
single proton pickup.

If enough information can be learned about the

reaction mechanism from these measurements then the (p,a) reaction can
perhaps be used to study, similar proton excitations in other nuclei not
amenable to the (d,3He) reaction, as well as being a valuable spectroscopic
tool in itself.

There is recent evidence(l)

to suggest that in some

cases (p,a) data can be reproduced by the DWBA assuming simple triton
cluster pickup rather than a more complicated three particle mechanism.
Preliminary measurements have been made at _four energies between 28
and 37 MeV to see if any marked energy dependence of the (p,a) cross section
(1)

M.-.Vergnes, G. Rotbard, J. Kalifa and G. Berrier-Ronsin;

Phys. Rev .

ClO: (1974) 1156 • .

_y. Sook Park, H.D. Jones and D.E. Bainum;
.

~~

..

.

,

~hys.

Rev. C7 (1973) 445 .

.

'
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occurs.

These data have shown that· at 28 MeV for . low-lying states from the

~.fo(p,a) reaction, cross sections of the order of 15-20 µb/sr

94

of 0. 5 - 1. "'. pb/str at 90° can be expected.
lower at the higher energies.

at 25° and

They appear to be somewhat

These measurements were made with a resoluSB~

tion of around 40, keV using 1000 µm

detectors.

A second veto detector

was also tried but no significant improvement in the spectra obtained.

1. 5

The 9 6Ru{d','p) 9 7Ru reaction .<Anio,:l..•. _B arbopoulos, Borsaru, Gebbie,
Hollas, Nurzynski)
The neutron single-particle structure of 97Ru is being investigated

using the
'

9
.

~Ru(d, p ) 97 Ru reaction at Ed= 11.5 MeV.
.

No particle transfer

.:

information exists for this nucleus.

Angular distributions for twenty

states up to 3 MeV in excitation are currently being measured using
detector telescopes comprised of two 1000 µm thick silicon surface barrier
detectors.
ruthen1-~

These measurements will be extended to other isotopes of
to examine the changes in the distribution of the . si.;ng;Le particl_e

strength as more neutrons are

1. 6

add~d

to the N

= 50

closed shell • .. ,

Optical model for triton scattering (Murzynski)
Effects of the optical model paramefrization

have been studied in some detail.

for 20 MeV tritons

For. this purpose potentials with four,

five (a= a') and s:i,x .parameters were .used.

The · absorbing part was either

volume or surface.
It has been found that the well known discrete se_ts of parameters
or continuous Igo typ·e dependence (Phys. Rev. Lett •

.!

(58) 72;

Phys. Rev.

115 :(.59} 1665) are associated with the· way . the potent·i al is parametri·zed.
Both ,. types' -of parameter ambiguities can pe traced: to two distinctly ·different bel:lavi-ours of the scattering ma.tri.x elements .·flL and of the radial wave
functi-ons

'-1. . -(r) • .

An. attempt has be·e n made to see

wb~ther o+

+ o+ inelastic

scat_tering can' be . used to distinguish between the various types of the
optical model parameteri.zation. _.. Careful. study of the effect on the reaction
of both the optical model used to generate the distorted waves, and on the
form factor assumed in the calculation, was made.

Appropriate changes to

the DWUCK program were introduced to facilitate the study.
found that·:· O+ +

It has been

O~ inelastic scattering is incapable of discriminating

between the various ways of optical model parameterization.

,
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.
...

1.7 Direct reactions to interferin$ final states (Treacy)
"·:'.

Computations have been done using a DHBA code appropriate to positi~·e_.:.._
energy final ~t~t~s, with a theory (developed in 1972) applicable to.
reactions such as · (d,p)n and ( 3He, d)pt Data from experiments in this
i

...

laboratory on the energy spectrum of deuterons from 7i.i( 3iie,d) SBe, have
'

been fitte_d with reasonable spectroscopic factors.

.

'

It is believed· that

these -~y~~s of rea.c t:fons ~ro~ee.d predominantly by break-up ·external to
the usually _accepted nuclear radius.

This work is now completed.

.

'

Empirical en~rgy spectral shapes s~ggested by these calculations
are being used to fit data on direct reactions of various types involving
positive-energy final states in 6Li. ·· .In these fits it is found not
essential to specify the reaction mechanism or make a detailed DWBA calculation, · :in 6r'der to extract reduced widths .o f levels.
2;

Direct Reactions (Reary-Ion)
_;._;'.

2~1. .Neutron :t;ransfer from

13G .

(I,.eigh,. Parkinson, Pollacco, Shikazono,

Weisser)
The ( 13c, 12c)

The thesis based on this work has been completed.

cross section measured at 120° laboratory angle at energies below and
through the Coulomb barrier for rl
;

: ! •

:

. ~

..:; .

:

• .

= 28
•

nuclei, was generally reproduced
.

.,

•

in the sub-barrier region by _the Buttle-Goldfarb theory.
energies, onlyc9ualitative agreement was achieved.

At higher

This lack of quanti-

tative fidelity appeared to be due to inappropriate optical model parameters.

~~~yy~io~

A

optical model fitting code, GENOA, was obtained and

used on the Univac 1108 to analyse the elastic scattering excitation
funct1Q11-~:'·w~

measured~

had

. Although the agreement between the calculation

and experiment was generally good, the large r1:inge of real potential

depth~

requir~d , to fit the data from 48 ca to 54Fe su?&ested that a more detailed
. •-.·

analysis could be rewarding.

To this end, supplementary angular distribu-

... ::.··~ .

~: :~r~.!

tions were measured to augment the
•

• •

mpre c9mplete

la~ger
•

A

absorption
''

,

,

qu~mt.it,ative
•

the

, J

•

j

, ' I

.... -

been

po~e~tial
•

\

!

' ,,

:.~ ~

started~
·:

',

: , ,.' . : ;_;., •

'•1

'!..

••

.·

Analysis of these
''

.. ; ' •·

;

I

. We have a1so observed a substantially

chann~'{

for the : 1 3c

,

functions.

I•

,

,

than for the 12 c channeL ·
.

understa!lding of this effect wp1:1ld be helpful in
'

.~Pt.ic,al

•

data . ~as

e~citatio~

•

.

•

potentials for the. unmeasurable

••

.

e~timating

•

exi~

•

,·

channels.

:; ,:· 3.

We. have obtained the full finite range DWBA code LOLA from Dr. R. De

•.

:..

. .

_:.·•. · .

.

!

.

.

Vries and finally f;ltted it into the 1108.

_,

This code will be used to re. _, :: ._-.

analyse the neutron transfer data as well as help plan experiments for the
higher energies available on the 14UD.
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Nuclear-Coulomb interference in heavy-ion inelastic scattering
(Garrett, Leigh, Pollacco, Shikazono, Weisser)
''

Inelastic scattering of 12c and 13c was from the first excited state
(2+) of 52cr anc;l 54Fe has be.en studie~ for projectile energies between 18

and 33

M~V.

The characteristi_c . _dip in the differential cross section
The DWBA ' code
l'!USCAT has been
t

(measured at 120°) has be.e n ,,oh.s erved.

1'

We

obtained recently and analysis of the inelastic data is proceeding.
are currently fitting inelastic, elastic and single-neutron transfer

excitation functions for the same projectile-target -combinations in an
attempt to obtain a consistent set of

nufl~us-nucleus

potentials.

A new series of experiments using oxygen
...... .....projectiles on the same
targets has been initiated.

2.3 · "Eiastfc transfer' in the

13c

+ 12c

~eaction

(Bennett, 'Shikazono~

.;

Weisser)
Further measurements on the .elastic scattering of 13 c on 12 c at
...
5. 76 11eV centre-of-mass energy have been made. A self-supporting 12 c
-2
.
13
foil, about 15 µgem . thick was bombarde.d . by a beam of charge three
C
ions, the maximum beam current being 20 particle na.

Three surface

barrier detectors placed around the beam axis and at 35° to it were used
as monitors and so avoided problems due to carbon build-up.

Reaction

products were detected by a 5 cm long, 6 mm wide, Ortec position-sensitive
detector in the focal plane of the 24 11 D. F. magnetic

spectrometer~

angular distribution was measured from 20° c.m. to 155°,

c.~.

An

· _;~p obtain

....

the yield of particles backscattered in the c. 1 ., the associated recoil
.

::

.

I

.

ions were detected in the forward hemisphere.

The angular calibration of
the spectrometer was measured by scattering p MeV 13 c ions from a thin

Au target and assuming the Rutherford scattering law.
The 12c(l3c,13c)l2c angular distribution
exhibited
an oscillatory
.
...
:

'

structure, with extrema separated by about 15° c.m.

This is in general

agreement ~ith theoretical predictt"ons employing a t1e1ltron " exchange inter.

.

action.

·.

The program RAMOC was written to analyse the data.

this is an optical code with an exchange interaction added.
potential is deduced using the

~ethod · of

Basically,
The exchange
1

adiabatic wa"C1e functions ' .

A

'standard' set of optical model parameters which described equally well
the scattering of 11 B ~~ - 12(; or 19F on 12c is used; because the bombarding energy is well bel~~ the Cottl.0~ ba~rier the calculation should be
relatively insensitive to these. ··The remaining parameter, the spectroscopic
1)

W. Von Oertzen,

Nucl. Phys. Al48 (1970) 529.
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amplitude of the neutron in the ground state of 13c, is varied to fit the
data.
The optical model calculation was unable to account for the oscillatory
behaviour of the angular distribution if the exchange interaction was
ignored.

However, with the exchange potential present, a good qualitative

fit to the data was obtained.

Further analysis is in progress to resolve

discrepancies between the calculation and experimental data.

3.

Spectroscopy of Light Nuclei

3.1

Levels of 160 at excitation energies between 14.9 and 15.3 MeV
(Bray, Frawley, Ophel, Treacy)
Measurements have been made of the 12 c(a,a 0 ) reaction for bombarding

energies between 10.15 and 10.5 MeV and of the 13N(p,p 0 ), (p,a 0 ) and (p,a1)
reactions for Ep = 2.8 - 3.6 MeV. Initially, the intention was to obtain
a spin assignment for the level in 160 at 14.92 MeV. The level is excited
very weakly in the 12c(a,ao) reaction making it necessary to measure
excitation functions at angles where the Legendre polynomial P 6 (cos0) has
zeros. In this way, anomalies from the mucb more strongly excited 6+
level at 14.83 MeV excitation are suppressed.

Analysis of the excitation

functions yielded a likely assignment of 1- in contrast to the previous
tentative assignment of 4+.

The measurements were extended to the 1 5N + p

reactions as means of confirming the assignment.

Identification of several

unnatural parity levels is required since the region is characterized by
extreme interference .between overlapping levels.

Angular distributions of

both the (p,ao) and (p,a1) reactions were measured at intervals of 40 keV
across the range of bombarding energy used and excitation functions of the
elastic scattering at some 10 angles.

3.2

The 12c(a,y) reaction

Analysis is in progress.

(Bray, Frawley, Ophel, Treacy)

An excitation function at 90° of the 12 c(a,y) reaction for incident
beam energies between

6. ~

and 8. 5 MeV has been re-measured.

Several dis-

crepancies are apparent if the existing measurements are examined in
detail - in particular, the relative strengths of the resonances at 7. 04
J ,. .

I

and 7.88 MeV.
1

The measurements were made with a hydrocarbon-free target and
collimator assembly using the 10" sodium iodide spectrometer to detect the
gamma rays.

Preliminary analysis has yielded results in accord with

earlier work in this laboratory and at CalTech.
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Levels of 160 near 13 MeV excitation
Although resonances in

l

(Bray, Frawley, Ophel)

SN + p reactions · have been studied exten-

sively for incident proton energies between 800 and 1200 keV, some doubts
remain regarding the identification of levels in 160 which are involved
in the various possible decay channels.
MeV (Ep

= 898

Two levels, a 2- state at 12.97

keV) and the 3- ~~ate at ,~.3. 25 MeV (Ep

relatively narrow total widths

and can be clearly

= ~21,~ , ~~V)
id;e~t?-_fi.ed

have

in the

allowed decay channels. However, three broader natural, parity levels
are now known 2 ) to exist in the same region of excitation, viz. 2+ at
13.05 MeV, 1- at 13.10 MeV (Ep = 1010 keV) and 3- at 13.15 MeV (Ep =- 1070
keV) and their role in the

1

~~(p,a 0 ) and

1 5N(p,a ) reactions has not been
1

examined in detail.
Angular distributions and Doppler-broadened profiles of the 4.43 MeV
gamma rays from the

1

(~

(~

5 keV) and thick

~~(p,a 1 ) reaction have been measured with thin

50 keV) targets for incident proton energies between

900 and 1250 keV.

Preliminary analysis of· the results suggested that
additional measurements of the · anguLar distributions from the 15N(I : u 1)
reaction would enable more conclusive level identification and more
accurate extraction of the various level parameters.

Accordingly, these

measurements have been made within the same energy range except that
particular attention was given to the region in the vicinity of the 1210
keV resonance where there was reason to suspect earlier measurements.
Analysis is in progress.
3.4

Electromagnetic transitions in 22Na

(Baxter 1 ~

Bell, Esat, Hong,

Kean, Spear)
The study of electromagnetic transitions in 2 2Na introduced in last
year's report has been completed.
(i)

Investigation of the decay scheme of the 4069-keV level using
the reaction 2 3Na(,3e,ay)22Na shows a (10±3)% branch to the
1528-keV level, compared to a value of 21% reported previously
by Antilla et al. (Z . ..'hysik 234 (1970) 455).

The transition has

also been observed in the spectrum of gamma rays emitted in
coincidence with neutrons from the reaction 19F(a,ny)22Na, the
branching ratio obtained being (12±2)%.

According to the

rotational-1;todel description of 22tfa, . this transition should be

1
1)
2)

Member of Department of Physics, S.G.S.
Schardt, Fowler & Lauritsen; Phys. Rev. 86 (1952) 527.
Morris, Kerr & Ophel; Nucl. Phys. All2 (1968) 97.
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doubly inhibited by the K-selection rule for Ml transitions.
Its observed str'e ngth' jM(Ml)

r2

~ 0.03 W.u;)'- presents a signifi-

cant difficulty for the .simple robitional · model.
(ii)

Evidence for ·the existence of weak gamma transitions 'from the

'1983:..., 2211..:· 'and 2572-keV levels reported by other

~orkers from

studles o'f· the reaction 19F(a,ny) 22tfa has been placed on

a secure

footing by taking spectra below and above threshold for population
of the .initial states involved.

Quantitatively the branching

ratios obtained are in satisfactory agreement with those reported
previously.
(iii)

Several years ago in this laboratory angular distributions
were measured for 1400-keV gamma rays emitted in the transition
between the 1983-;~ev state and the 583-'.:eV l+ state using the
reaction 19F(a,ny) 22~Ja at bombarding energies of 5.0, 5.1 and
5.2 MeV, close to the kinematic threshold for population of the
1983-keV state (4.76 MeV).

These data have been re-analysed

using the statistical compound nucleus program MANDY of Sheldon
and Van Patter (R.M.P. 38 (1966) 143). The results resolve the
'TT
~..
+
, '
long standing J = 2 or 3 ambiguity for the 1983-keV state,
which is shown to have J'TT

=

3+.

Investigations concerning the

applicability of this type of analysis to other levels at higher
.

.

'

excitation in 22Na were not encouraging.
·.··

.

(iv)

Analysis has been completed of angular correlatio.n data
obtained in collinear geometry from the reaction 19F(a,n y)22Na.
The results, taken in conjunction with other data, impose limitations on spins and parities of several levels, and on the mixing
ratios of _associated gamma-ray transitions.
values are as follows:
J'TT(3708) = 6+
with J
+'

;·.:

J 71' (4466)

= 4-;
= 1-

J71'(4522)

=

J 'TT (4069)
..

=4

The spin-parity

rejected at the 3% confidence level;

2-, 3- or 4- ;
'
5-+ or 7+, with J 71'
+

= 4-

and 6+ rejected at the 3%

and 1% confidence levels, respectively.
.

.

These results provide a more substantial basis than previously
.1

·.:

existed for assignments commonly assumed in the application of
various nuclear models to 22Na.
In summary, the electromagnetic properties of 22Na levels are found
to be in significant disagreement with the pred.1.'.Ct;!i'OUB of the simple
rotational model, while . impressive agreement is obtained with recent
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Electromagnetic properties of 26 Si levels

3.5

Joye1,

Kean~ Spear)

(Baxter 1 ~

Bell. Esat,

Thie

project involves extension of n-y coincidence work to
studies of states of 26si using the 2 4Mg(3He,ny)26si reaction. Emphasis
will be on establishing the existence and electromagnetic properties of
bound states above 3 MeV excitation.

Little is known of these, which

are of interest for comparison with the well-researched mirror nucleus
26

~1g, and various shell-model calculations.

Energies, decay schemes and lifetimes of levels in 34 Ar

3.6

(Bell,

Carlson*, Graham, Thompson*)
Energies, y-ray decay schemes and lifetimes of levels in 34Ar have
been measured using the DSM1 and a neutron-gannna coincidence technique.
Levels were populated by the 32 s( 3He,n) reaction with an 8 MeV 3He beam
and a thick cooled sulphur target.

A method of correcting observed F(T)

values for y-ray cascades is described.
lifetimes deduced are:

The excitation energies and

2091.1 ± 0.3 keV (330±80 fs), 3287.7 ± 0.5 keV

(215±70 fs), 3873 ± 3 keV, 4127.8 ± 1.0 keV (< 350 fs), 4513.2 ± 0.8 keV
(390±180 fs).

The measured lifetimes are on average 1.6 times longer than

s target; this is discussed in the light of
2
Broude's recent observations of DSAM lifetime dependence on stopping
reported elsewhere using an Ag

material.
The ratio of isovector to isoscalar

~harge

has been calculated for

twelve E2 transitions in 4n + 2 nuclei of the 2sld shell and is found to
imply

almo~t

equal effective proton and neutron charges.

now been completed and published.

3.1.

This . work has
•.. +,·;

The g-factor of the 235 keV state in 44 Sc

(Dracoulis, Foote, Slocombe)

The perturbation on the angular distribution of y-rays de-exciting
the 235 keV state in 44 sc has been observed. The state was formed in the
44 ca(p,nY) reaction near threshold, and an external field of about 6 Kgauss
was used to cause the perturbation.

The results gave a g-f actor of

+0.29 ± 0.07 for the 235 keV state.

This is in agreemen.t with the proposed

assignment of this state as a member of a K = 0- rotational band.

A report

of the work has been accepted for publication in Journal of Physics A.

1. Member of the Department of Physics, S.G.S.

*

Former member.
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Gamma decays, lifetimes and spins of 4 7 · excited state.s

(Bell,

Carlson*, Najam*, Thompson*.
The nucleus 47v has been studied using the 47Ti(p,ny)'+7v reaction,
with · isotopically enriched 47Ti targets, incident proton energies from
4.7 to 5.4 MeV, and Ge(Li) gamma-ray detectors.

The previously unreported

gamma decay of the second excited state was observed.

Energies of the

first seven excited states were deduced to be 87.5 ± 0.1, 145.7 ± 0.2,
259.6 ± 0.4, 660.1 ± 0.3, 1138.3 ± 0.4, 1272.2 ± 0.4 and 1295.1 ± 0.4 keV.
Their gamma- t ecay branching ratios were measured.

The lifetimes of the

last four mentioned states were deduced from attenuated Doppler shifts to
be 680 +i 4oo
960 +l700
390 +_ 39
and > 750 fs respectively. Angular
- 340'
- 400'
1 50
distribution measurements resulted in the assignment of Jn = 9/2- to the

°, .

1272 keV level and J

= 9/2

or 11/2 to the 1295 keV level.

The results

are discussed in the light of the Coriolis coupling model.
6

3.9

Lifetime measurements in the f7/Z shell (Bolotin , Dracoulis,
6

6

6

Heggie , Linard , Nesci )
Measurements of the lifetimes of the lowest 4+ states in 54Fe and
42ca have been performed_ using the recoil distance technique. The level
at 2.537 MeV in 54Fe was populated using the reaction 42ca(16o,2p) at a
bombarding energy of 39.5 MeV whilst the 2.571 MeV level in 42 ca was
populated using the reaction 39K(a,p) at 8.0 MeV.
obtained were 7.0 ±

1.2

The mean lifetimes

psec and 8 ± 3 psec respectively in reasonable

agreement with recently published values.
!

•

:

4.

.Radiative Capture of Alpha Particles using the lOu NaI(Tl) Detector

4.1.

Alpha capture to the giant dipole and quadrupole resonances of 44Ti
(Bennett, Hickey, Shikazono, Weisser)
The reaction 40ca(a,y)44Ti has been studied.

thick, was evaporated onto a Au blank.

Enriched 40ca, 50 µgem-2

An excitation function was measured

from 7.9 to 14.6 MeV bombarding energy, in 25 keV steps, with the crystal
at 90° to the beam direction.

The yield exhibited rapid fluctuations,

similar tci ."those observed for ·other targets in this mass region, with
widths of the 'order of 25 keV.

'fitelve angular distributions were measured

at extremes of the excitation function, and these data are now being
evaluated ~or El and E2 contributions.

*
6

Former member.
Member of Department of Physics, University of Melbourne.
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4.2

Alpha capture to 36Ar

(Bennett, Hickey, Shikazono, Weisser}

Another feasible reaction to investigate leading to a self-conjugate
nucleus is 32 s(a,y} 36 Ar. Isotopically enriched 32 s was converted to H2 s
in co-operation with C. Sofield of the Research School of Chemistry. A
water cooled gas cell with a 50 µ 11 Ni foil entrance window and Au beam
stop contained the gas at a pressure of 80 torr (abs}.

It was found that

the measured yields were not reproducible, and investigation revealed that
the painstakingly achieved reaction H + S + H s had been reversed by the
2
2
intense ci-!. eam, ("' 1 µa} and 32 s was deposited on the cool walls of the
gas cell.
In the light of this knowledge it was decided to use elemental 32 s.
A 11 q11"'.d n

2

cooled target holder was constructed, and the experiment will

be pursued to contribute further to systematic data on isospin mixing in
self-conjugate nuclei.

4.3

Alpha-capture calculation

(Shikazono}

Computer programs which calculate compound, direct capture and semidirect capture cross sections for the a-particle have been written in
order to extend the quantitative analysis of the data.

To evaluate the

compound cross section, isobaric spin is correctly taken into account.
This is

eepe~ially

important for N

=Z

self-conjugate nuclei in which

a-capture takes place through isobaric spin

~ixing.

It turned out that

the calculated compound cross section is a factor of 2 - 4 different from
that

of

the

isobaric spin.

Hauser-Feshbach calculation, which ignores the effect of
For the direct and the semi-direct cross section, it was

found that the calculation strongly depends on the choice of optical
potential parameters, i.e. a factor of 1,000 different for different sets
of optical parameters.

Under the assumption that the depth of the real

part of the optical potential should be nearly equal to the potential
depth of the bound a-particle, reasonable agreement between calculated
and observed cross sections was obtained for the giant quadrupole resonance
of 40Ca.

5.

The analysis is still in progress.

:t:

Neutron Capture Gamma Rays

+

t

+

(Allen , Barrett , Bray, Kenny }

The work described last year (§5.1, 5.2) has continued.

Additional

TiaI data were recorded at lower neutron energies in the · region around

+
+

1'

.

•:

Experimental work performed at A.A.E.C. (Lucas Heights) under
A.I.N.S.E.sponsorship.
A.A.E.c. Personnel.
Department of Theoretical Physics, R.S.Phys.S., A.N.U.
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It is apparent that the non-statistical behaviour observed may

be of at least three different types.

Calculations, using the optical

model (Barrett and Terasawa), for El radiative neutron capture are in
progress and will be compared with experiment.

6.

Coulomb Excitation

6.1

Coulomb excitation of the odd-A samarium isotopes

(Dracoulis,

Garrett, Leigh, J.O. Newton, Pollacco)
The isotopes 1 47 sm and 149sm have been Coulomb excited with 160 ion&
(32-48 MeV) and a-particles (6-12 HeV).

Gamma-ray yields and angular

distributions have been measured in coincidence with back-s cattered
projectiles and y-y coincidence measurements have been performed.

In-

elastically scattered a-particles have been detected in the focal plane
of a 61 cm double-focussing spectrometer.
The level schemes, branching ratios and B(E2)'s have been obtained
and possible spin assignments made.

Work is continuing with electron

conversion studies of the decay of 149Eu in an attempt to improve some
spin assignments.
62
•

Quadr upole moment measurements in the cadmium isotopes

( Baxter1 ,

Bell, Esat, Kean, Spear)
Work is continuing on measurement of quadrupole moments in the Cd
isotopes by high-resolution charged-particle spectroscopy with annular
surface-barrier detectors.

Energy resolution of 20 keV and 105 keV

FWID1 has been obtained for alpha and 160 particles respectively.

An

elastic peak-to-tail ratio of 25,000:1 is obtained for alphas, using
ORTEC, rather than ANU, detectors and a large (5 mm dia hole) tantalum
beam defining collima.tor, highly polished using alumina paste.

The

peak-to-tail ratio is dependent on good transmission through the collimator,
and this is greatly facilitated by the new thin stripper foils in the
terminal.

For inelastic 160 sca~tering, incomplete charge collection

and non-ionizing energy loss in the detector give dominant contributions
to the low energy tail, the effect of beam
unimportant.

quali~y

being relatively

As was found for alpha particles, low-resistivity ORTEC

detectors give a factor of two lower tail than ANU detectors.

The size

of the tail from ANU detectors was found to be independent of resistivity,
and whether the detector was annular or standard.

1

Member of Department of Physics, S.G.S.

As described in another
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section of this report, necessary accelerator energy calibrations have
been completed. Good quality re-orientation data have been obtained and
analysed for 114 cd, and the·results found to be in good agreement with-,
previous findin1.3s1).

Work is continuing on other Cd isotopes.

7. ·

Heavy-Ion,xn

7.1

Observation of the yrast and statistical cascades in heavy-ion,xny
reactions

Reactions

Leigh~

(Dracoulis,

Lisle, J.O . Newton, Weisser)

Little effort has been devoted to the study of the y-ray cascade
resulting from the decay of the highly excited states of the final nuclei
formed in heavy-ion,xn reactions.

Because of the high level density in

this region these y-rays cannot be resolved and form a continuum.
of high angular momentum

(~

States

20h) lying below about one neutron binding

energy above the yrast line are expected to decay to states within a
region. .>f a few hundred keV above the line, mainly by a few dipole transitions, carrying away on the average little angular momentum but considerable energy.

These transitions may have an energy distribution related to

a statistical evaporation spectrum • . Gamma rays from states in the yrast
region are forced to cascade along this region mainly by stretched transitions to states of lower spin and energy until the ground state band
(gsb) is reached.
An experiment was devised to test these ideas and to distinguish
between the

~rast

and statistical cascades, which might be expected to

differ in their energy spectra and angular distributions.
y-rays were detected in a 7.5 cm
59 cm from the target.
detected in a 7.5 cm
from the target.

x

x

7. ~

The continuum

cm Nal(Tl) detector placed at

They were observed in coincidence with . '1eutrons

7.5 cm NE213 scintillator placed at 0° and 3 cm

Hence counts in the Nal detector induced by neutrons

.

.

could be disting·l'.dshed from the desired counts by time of flight.
The
47
reactions 1 sml(l6o,3n), 14Bsm(l6o', 4n) and 149sm(l6o,Sn) ieading to
160 Yb and ' 14 9sm(l6o,3n), · lSOsm(l6o,4n) '' leading" to 162 Yb were studied,
the 16 0 beams b'e:itig produced by'' the 14UD ' tandem.
It was · found that the spectra with E > 1 MeV (statistical) were
y

nearly identical in shape and had isotropic angular distributions.

Few

yrast y-rays are expected in the 3n reactions and the yrast spectra were
obtained by (1)

remo~ing

the discrete lines (intensities deduced from

coincident Ge(Li) spectra) from the Nal spectra;

1)

z.

(2)

subt~acting

the

Berant, R.A. Einstein, Y. Horowitz, U. Sinilasky, P ••I. Tandon,

J. S. Greenberg, A.M. Kleinfeld and H. C. Maggi, Nucl. Phys.Al96

(1972) 312.
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resulting 3n spectra from tha corresponding 4 n and Sn. apectra af te~
normalizing thelll in the region from E = 2.5 to ·4.5 MeV·.

the yrast '"

y

spectra had ?J18ular distributions consistent with their being ·stretehed
E2 transitions for E > 0.7 MeV and appeared less anisotropic at lower
energies.

y An average of about six yrast and six statistical y-raye occur

in the 4n reactions, in agreement with simple estimates.
The (d,3n) reaction leading "to 14 9Eu, 151 Eu and l5 3Eu

7.2

(Dracoulis,

Ferguson, Leigh, J.O. Newton and Slocombe)
The y-decay of excited states in the odd Eu isotopes has been studied
with the -(d,3n) reaction on even Sm targets.

Rotational bands are observed

in the N • · ·90 ·nucleus, 15 3Eu, and assignments up to spins of 23/2 have
been made .for the ground state band based on the 5/2+[413] Nilsson orbital
and for · the · •: ,'2-[532] band.

The 5/2- band is irregularly spaced,

indicating the effects of Coriolis coupling.

Data for the N

~

88 nucleus,

151 Eu, and for the spherical 11+9Eu are being analysed.

7.3

The feeding of rotational levels excited in (d,3n) reactions
(Ferguson, Dracoulis, Leigh, J.O. Newton and Slocombe)
The study of the feeding of rotational levels excited in (d,3n)

reactions, described in the 1973 annual report has been completed.
time r~lation betwee~ Y-rays i~ ,168Yb,

164 Er,

and the cyclograaff beam pulse has been studied.

158 ny,

174Hf and

The

ieow

'

The data are being

analysed.
The 197Au(d,3n) 196Hg reaction

7.4

(Dracoulis, Ferguson, Leigh, J.O.

Newton, all.dr ·Slocombe)
The Y-decay of excited states in 196 Hg has been studied using the
24 MeV deuteron beam from the cyclograaff to induce the (d,3n) reaction.
The conventional techniques of measuring excitation functions, Y-ray
angular distributions, Y-Y coincidences,

~nd

timing

~easurements relat iV,~

to the cyclotron beam pulse have been used to establish a level scheme.
+
The gro~d : state .band has been assigned up to a spin of 10 • The
10+

~

8+ ,transition is isomeric with · a

. lifeti~e

of 6.5 ns.

Population of

a band ·of negative parity states based on the known 5- state is also seen.
Measurem~nts

of conversion electron spectra are planned to complete this

study . ...
<.
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1.5

High spin states in 193T1 and 196pb

(Baxter1, Hinds,, Tiller1)

,.j

As anticipated in the last ~eport the "electron spectrometer has been
,. , •

. I

succe$sfully used with the 14UD acce,l ,.erator.

.

In--beam internal

.

spectra have been

~aken
'

U~ing

':

at many incident energies .from the reactions
'

181Ta(16o~4n)l93Tl and 184w(l6o, 4n) .1 96pb;

in progress.

con~~rsion ,
I

•.,

analysis of these, spectra is

a Ge(Li) detector .attempts were .made to record gamma-

electron coincidences, but these were temporarily fru3trated by computer
problems.

It is proposed to

continu~ . tpis

work, and also studies of

other Tl and Pb isotopes in the new }'eai:.
After some difficulties, a technique using two TV cameras was
developed ..~or aligning
electron

7.6

tl?-~

14UD accelerator beam in the beam line to the

spectrome~er.

Hi&h spin.states in 199 Tl, !OlTl and 203 11

~Dracoulis, Ferguson ,

Slocom~e)

Leigh, J . Q. Newton,,

It has beert-' proposedl) that the light odd-mass thallium nuclei
191Tl - l99Tl show the coexistence of states arising from spherical and
oblate deformed shapes.

Corresponding to the latter, perturbed rotational

bands based on .the 9/2- ISOS] state are seen to occur · systematically in
these p.u~leL . It was a_l.i;j<;> ,..P,r.e dicted that 201 Tl would 'Qe the heaviest
nucleus in which this

b~nd

the reactions . 200Hg(d,3n)
were studied with

would occur.

1 9~Tl,

deuteron ,g~am

In order to check this

202Hg(d,3n)201Tl and
from the cyclograaff.

predictio~

204Hg(d,3n) 2 03r 1
Measurements on

y-ray angular distributions, excitation functions, y-y coincidences and
timing against the beam pulses have been made to establish level schemes.
The data are being analysed and appear to indicate that the rotational
band is present in 2i''kr1 but not in i D3Tl.
8.

Ion-Solid Interactions

8.1

Radiation damage studies

(Alexander, Clark+ , Hay, C. S. Newton ,

Treacy)
Radiation damage studies of seven alkali halide crystals have been
continued.

The. crystals are· cleaved just before mounting in the

and then aligned to

~he , beam

axis by means of a laser.

Cha~~elfng

show that this alignment is wi.th.i n 0.1°.
1)

J.O. Newton, S.D . Cirilov, F.S. Stephens & R. M. Diamond,
Nucl. Phys. Al48 (1970) 593 •.,

1
+

Member of Department of Physics, S.G.S .
Not a member of this university.

go~iome t er,

studies .

;: :: '.' I

\

\
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Three approaches are being used. namely OOQ.ar¥ett1.on of

~ , back

scattered particles, the ion-induced X-rays and o.f F-co1our cehttes.
Simultaneously, measur.e ments are made of the analysed spectra of backscatterQd particles and of X-rays;

six scalers in multi-channel scaling

mode monitor selected portions . of the spectra of the light emitted from
a quartz

:t.od!~e

lamp'· Jight .t ransmitted through the crystal. the alkali

X-rays, . the .halogen

X-r~rs,

the beam particles, and particles back-

scattered from a particular depth in the crystal.
operatio~ .

The sequence of

f.<?r the multi-channel scaling and the pulse height analysis

is computer, , ~ontrolled.
A series of these measurements is recorded at pre-determined doses
of particles impinging on the crystal during the irradiation •
. Changes in . the ~:-ray yield up to dc~e,.s of "' 10 17 particles/cm2
.

.

'

are reprod~cible on different crystals

of

'

the same type.

At higher-

doses macroscopic destruction of the crystal occurs and although the
general pattern of the changes of X-ray yield is repeatable, it is :no
longer correlated to the integrated dose •

..

8.2

Computer simulations of channeling
.)

(Alexander)

{

A Monte Carlo computer program which simulates the trajectories of
charged particles in a crystal lattice, previously used for calculating
flux di,stribution profiles for

cha~n~·lled ions 1 ), has been adapted for

use, 9,n .the Univac 1108 computer.

The interaction between 'an energetic

ion and .. the lattice atoms is treated .as a series of independent, classical
two-body collisions, and the inte~~tomic potential used is the Moli~re
approximation to the Thomas-Fermi potential.
both by thermal

Multiple scattering caused

· ribrations of the lattice atoms and by electrons is

included in the model.

Random numbers are used to select an initial

position for each ion at the crystal surface, and to allow for beam
divergence and multiple scattering. _ With the 1108 computer, approximately
1.4 sec. of CPU time is required to follow an ion through lOOOA of
aluminium.
: .. Initially the program .is being . employed to calculate particle
blocking distributions, which are required in the interpretation of
blot!king experiments to

10-i~
1)

- lo- 18 sec.

measur~ ·~~~~p~und nuclear lifetimes in the range

For this purpose, the procedure for simulating

Alexander, R.B., Callaghan, P.T. and Poate,
Phys. Rev. B9 (1974) '3022·.

J.M.
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thermal vibrations has been modified.
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It is intended shortly to use the

program for studying the effect on channeling trajectories of strain caused
by lattice defects and impurity atoms.

This will be done in oonjunction

with experiments on the 2 .MV accelerator •
. ·•

8.3

Many body quantum calculations of charged particle scattering by
crystals

(Treacy)

In order to avoid pos.s ible errors involved in the usual classicalmechanical computation of particle

chan~eling

in crystals, a detail.e d

microscopic programme has been develo.p ed for studying quantum-mechanical
trajectories of heavy particles, such as protons, in thin single crystals.
Because fon.;ard-scattering predominates, scattering may be computed using
fairly simple crystal elements with wave functions obtained from
scattering calculations and data.

n10

body

Results for fairly idealized model

crystals show channeling behaviour, with dips of the right magnitude.
Uork is continuing with more realistic model crystals and suitable
screened crystal potentials, and this will be done in association with
transmission-type experiments being established on the department's
channeling beam line.
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II
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NEWTON, J.O.
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NURZYNSKI, J.
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OPHEL, T.R.
"Recent accelerator developments at the A.1:1.U."
PARKINSON, D., 'l-1'EISSER, D.C., LEIGH, J. -~ . and BIANFORD, D. *
"Heavy-ion neutron transfer reactions in the Coulomb barrier
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TILLER, W.E. , BAXTER, A.M.

,

and HINDS,
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s. 1
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
Regular research meetings and seininars· were held throughout. the year.

Rec~ntly

q. ne~ type of. in.f ormal seminar, held at afternoon tea time and

limited to 30 minutes, was initiated by Dr. G. H. Crawley, and has proved
very successful.

At these sessions, which can be arranged at shor·t

notice, members of the Department may give brief reports on topics of
interest or visitors may give informal talks in place of or in addition
to. J:o.:rmal....se,~inars. :

At the beginning of the year Dr. A.M. Lane, from A.E.R.E. Harwell,
after

COIUP.-1~~iqs- .,b:l,i>

lecture. series held a number of discussion sessi·o ns

based on the recent literature concerning the heavy-ion field.

These

proved y~rY...E?ti,m~J.ating a.J;l.d .educat;i,9nal. . ' .. · . ...
The book study course for students has continued.
During the year, Professor Titterton attended meetings of the
following groups:

the Defence Research and Development Policy Committee,

the Institute of Defence Science, the Australian Academy of Science,
the Australian Academy of Forensic Sciences and the Australian Institute
of Nuclear Science and Engineering.
Dr. P.B. Treacy has acted as Vice-Chairman and Mr. C.S. Newton as
Secretary of the local section of the Australian Institute of Physics.
Dr. Treacy has also been a committee member of the Nuclear and Particle
Physics group of the A.I.P.
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